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1. Introduction

Ultrasound examination of the thyroid gland is an essential diagnostic element in daily clinical practice. The aim of this chapter is to describe the advanced clinical value of conducting 3D ultrasound examinations putting emphasis on the quantitative evaluation of perfusion characteristics of the thyroid gland and to relate these results to therapeutic interventions aimed at diminishing inflammation.

2. Historical aspects of ultrasound

The term echo (Greek: ἕχω, Ἕκω; "Sound") refers to the persistence of sound after its source has stopped. Greek mythology tells from an Oread (a mountain nymph) who pined away for love of Narcissus (in Ovid, Metamorphoses). The phenomenon of air being sent back by a wall was described by Aristotle (384-322 BCE). The Greek word echo came into German writings in the 16th century. Athanasius Kircher (1602 – 1680) used the principle of "Echometria" to determine the depth of a well. His book was entitled: “Neue Hall- und Thon-Kunst oder Mechanische Gehaim-Verbindung der Kunst und Natur durch Stimme und Hall” and appeared 1684. At this time he was able to measure the speed of sound propagation.

On May 25th, 1842 Christian Doppler (born in Salzburg, Austria) presented in Prague his talk on “Abhandlung Über das farbige Licht der Doppelsterne und einiger anderer Gestirne des Himmels” (Eng. On the coloured light of the binary stars and some other stars of the heavens) at the Prague Polytechnic [1]. The Doppler effect is a main stand of many examinations today.

In 1880 Pierre and Jacques Curie discovered the piezoelectric effect and postulated the generation of ultrasound waves [2]. They found that applying an electric current to a crystal would produce a vibration which could in turn produce sound waves. In turn, sound waves striking a crystal would produce an electric voltage. In 1917 Langevin constructed for the first time a piezoelectric ultrasound transducer based on quartz elements and which was called sandwich-style. This product was oriented towards military use in World War I, i.e. the detection of submarines. The Langevin-type transducers were utilized in depth sounding devices [3]. More details on the work of Langevin is found elsewhere [4]. In 1921 Behm in Vienna described the Echolot which was used to determine the water depth for ships [5].
Fig. 1. An image from Kircher’s book depicting air reflection
Following these fundamental developments, clinical applications began to develop. The first clinical applications of ultrasound are credited to the Austrian neurologist Karl Theo Dussik [6]. In the introduction of his article he mentions that he was motivated to investigate the medical importance of ultrasound in 1937 after having read a review on use of underwater ultrasound techniques (Echolotung) as well as the use of ultrasound for the detection of material flaws in industrial settings by Sokolov [7]. He goes on to discuss the properties of auscultation, which in the end works because changes in tissue density, relative water content, and colloidal structure have occurred. Further references on the basic physics of ultrasound can be found in the paper. The initial clinical indications according to Dussik were the ventricle system of the brain and the spinal bones in a procedure called hyperphonography. Further fields of application were liver, kidneys, testicles, and the extremities.

Some of the data mentioned above have been extracted from the publication by Frentzel-Beyme [8]. Additional information has been obtained via Wikipedia.

2.1 Modern history of ultrasound including thyroid examinations

General articles on the historical aspects and developments of ultrasound can be found in recent publications [8-10]. In addition to this some useful clinical publications on thyroid examinations are those of Ruchala and Szczepanek [11] and Sholosh and Borhani [12]. The physics of ultrasound have been presented by Kossoff [13].

In the 1950’s Howry and Bliss presented their device which was used for the ultrasonic visualization of body soft tissue structures [14,15]. Some interesting images can be found in their publication [15]: Figure 3 shows the apparatus called “Somасcope”. Due to its use of a cattle drink tank it was also called the “cattle tank scanner”. Figure 4 in shows the anatomical structures of the neck at the C5 level. Figure 5 depicts the findings of a case thyroid carcinoma where liver metastases were present.
Fig. 3. Case 1. Normal thyroid seen in 3-D power Doppler modus using a vaginal transducer. The thick vessel corresponds to a laryngeal artery.

Fig. 4. Case 2. Chronic recurrent thyroiditis in 3-D power Doppler modus using a vaginal transducer. Note the increased vascularity as compared to Figure 3.
Fig. 5 (a-f). Case 3. Both lobes of a normal thyroid shown in gray, color, and power Doppler modus. The VFI value of 0.09 is reflected by the almost complete absence of perfusion signs. Such cases do not require quantitative evaluation of perfusion.
Fig. 6. (continues on next page) Case 4. The same patient shown in Figure. 4 examined with the RSP5-12 transducer. a-c: the hypoechogenic structure of the thyroid. d-e: single slice in color mode showing several vessels. f: the 3D image reconstruction using VOCAL. g: the final 3D image showing total thyroid vascularity. Note the almost total absence of underlying thyroid tissue. h-i: segmented imaging of the thyroid. This procedure is important in order to detect any nodular changes within the gland. j: The parameters obtained after the VOCAL analysis. The gray value is relatively low due to the increased vascular density
Fig. 6. (continued) Case 4. The same patient shown in Figure 4 examined with the RSP5-12 transducer. a-c: the hypoechogenic structure of the thyroid. d-e: single slice in color mode showing several vessels. f: the 3D image reconstruction using VOCAL. g: the final 3D image showing total thyroid vascularity. Note the almost total absence of underlying thyroid tissue. h-i: segmented imaging of the thyroid. This procedure is important in order to detect any nodular changes within the gland. j: The parameters obtained after the VOCAL analysis. The gray value is relatively low due to the increased vascular density.

In 1967 Fujimoto et al. published their data on US examination of the thyroid [16]. The authors described 4 basic echo patterns: cystic, sparsely spotted, strong internal echoes, and the lack of internal echoes. In 1971 the first paper by Blum et al. documented the use of A-mode sonography [17]. In 1972 Blum [18] published an article entitled: “Clinical applications of thyroid echography“ which described the data on 122 patients who had had thyroid surgery. Both A-mode and B-mode sonography was done with a 5 megahertz apparatus. In the one dimensional A-mode imaging a water-soluble gel was interposed between the transducer and the skin. For 2-dimensional B-mode imaging a mineral oil was used as coupling agent. During the examination the gain was changed in order to detect structures that had a maximal reflection while using low-sensitivity and finally high gain in order to detect lower amplitude echoes. Examples of these examinations can be seen in Figures 2-5 [18]. Acoustic dense structures were described in an adenoma (Fig. 6). Solid masses (benign or malignant) as well as thyroiditis appeared to be sonographically indistinguishable.
Fig. 7. Case 5. A female patient with a cystic nodule. The cyst has clear limits, no vessels penetrate the cavity. a: the 3D image set. b: enlarged view of the 3D reconstruction. c-e: segmentation of the cyst.
In subacute thyroiditis and Graves’ disease the authors found very uniform low-amplitude echoes which were only visible at high-gain setting in the A-mode. The image of B-mode was described as having a very fine stippling. According to Blum the basic purposes for conducting thyroid ultrasound examinations were: to determine whether a solitary cold nodule was cystic or solid, to document changes in size of solitary nodules even under suppressive therapy, to evaluate the depth dimension [18]. According to Australian specialists the development of ultrasound techniques for thyroid examinations is based on a breast ultrasound examination apparatus installed at the Royal North Shore Hospital in Sydney. The publication by Crocker and Jellins appeared in 1978 [19].

After the first definitions on the use of ultrasound for thyroid investigations, the notion of adding data on the depth of the nodule was presented by Thijs et al. [20]. The authors combined digital scintigraphy with ultrasound. The classification of nodules into hot, warm, cool, and cold was also advanced. The feature of sonolucent halo of adenomatous nodules was demonstrated by Scheible et al. in 1979 [21]. In 1988 Ralls et al. coined the term “thyroid inferno” to describe the characteristics of color-flow Doppler sonography in patients with Graves’ disease [22]. Their study did not include patients with thyroiditis nor with latent hypothyroidism. In 1992 Miyakawa et al. described a pattern of decreased echogenicity in cases of silent thyroiditis. Such patients had a high T3 to T4 ratio [23].

In 1994-1995 Rubin reported the development of Power Doppler technology [24,25]. This development was considered an improvement of color Doppler which can detect fractional moving blood volume. A demonstration of the applicability of this technique for the detection of inflammatory changes in joints was already published 1994 [26]. The authors described increased blood flow as being suggestive of mild inflammation of the tendon examined, and marked hyperemia with vascular blush in severe changes (Fig. 2 in [26]).

The following general considerations on the characteristics of ultrasound investigations are taken from Rose and Nelson [27]. In brightness mode or gray scale US the velocity of US wave propagation in fluids and soft tissues is approximately 1540 meters per second. The time delay between the pulse sent and that of the returned wave is the basis for the determination of the reflector depth. The intensity of the reflected US wave is given as brightness of the image. Spatial resolution is dependent on the wavelength of the US wave. US attenuation increases with increased frequency. Deep structures require low frequencies in the range of 2.5-3.5 MHz, while superficial structures can be investigated within the range of 7-10 MHz. Signals are transmitted by the transducer and at the same time echo reflections are registered. According to the structure of the tissues, some portions of the sound is reflected back to the surface. Dense echoes are reflected from structures with different acoustic densities. Homogeneous liquids transmit sound without reflections. Air-filled structures do not transmit ultrasound. Attenuation of waves can be due to body fat and fascial structures [27]. In thyroid examinations such attenuation can occur due to the cervical fasciae.

2.2 Historical aspects of 3D ultrasound – The Kretz story

The beginnings of Kretz can be traced back to early 1947 when the company started the production of resistance-welded wired goods. The founder of the company was engineer Paul Kretz. Some of the products included glass balloon baskets, milk bottle carriers and potato baskets. The company started in the old rooms of the old brewery in Zipf, Austria. In 1952 the first own building was built.
Fig. 8. Case 6. A female patient with a compensated autonomous adenoma. a: demonstration of the vessels surrounding the adenoma. In gray modus these vessels appear as a halo. b-e: segmentation of the nodule that shows lack of vascularity within the nodule.
In 1950 the company started to develop Echolot (echo sounding) machines for the purpose of material testing. By 1957 the material testing machines became the main stand of the company.

In 1962 medical professionals start tests on the clinical use of the available material test apparatus. One of the first users was Prof. Kratochwil who used the technology for gynecological examinations, i.e. “ultrasonic placentography” (1962) [28]. In the time between 1967 and 1977 the ultrasound machines were used in gynecology, ophthalmology, neurology, and radiology based on A-mode, B-mode, time-motion and Doppler techniques. Some of the early models which were developed were: Combison 200 (1975-1978), and the improved Combison 202/R, the Minifason (1973-1977) – a hand-held Doppler for fetal heart investigations. The Combison 100 (1977) was the first real-time sector scanner of the world equipped with the first single element rotating transducer. The Combison 310 released in 1987 was a compact ultrasound machine. The following Combison 320 included computer technology.

In 1987 the first images of 3D scanning began. This technology was included in the first generation of 3D machines, having the Combison 330 in 1989. In 1992 the Combison 520 appeared. This was the 2nd generation of 3D machines to be produced in series. Between 1996 and 2001 Kretztechnik and Medison (Korea) fused and brought out the Voluson 530D in 1997. In 2001 Kretztechnik was taken over by G.E. The Austrian press reported: “Medical Systems, a subsidiary of US group General Electric (GE), acquired a 65.4% majority in Austrian Kretztechnik from Korean Medison. GE paid EUR 97.5mn, or EUR 12 per share, for Medison’s stake. GE offers to buy widespread shares for EUR 17 per share in the coming two weeks. Zipf-based Kretztechnik is the world market leader for modern ultrasound systems, i.e. three-dimensional real-time imaging systems”. The following models were those of the Voluson 730 series. In 2011 the Voluson S8 and S6 were released.

The accomplishments of Carl Kretz were honored in 1999 when he received the Ian Donald Gold Medal for Technical Development by the International Society of Ultrasound in Obstetrics and Gynecology [29]. The publication by Chiou et al. on 3D thyroid investigations provides some additional information as to the development of 3D imaging in general [30].

Fig. 9. Case 7. A female patient with Graves’ disease presenting bilateral thyroid associated ophthalmopathy. a: 3D reconstruction. b: detail of the 3D reconstruction. VFI 14.8
Fig. 10. Case 8. A female patient with Graves’ disease prior to treatment with selenomethionine and Mg. a-b: low echogenic signal of the thyroid. c: demonstration of increased total vascularity, VOCAL reconstruction, VFI 10.91

The paper describing the characteristics of quantified blood flow analysis using these machines was published by Pairleitner in 1999 [31]. The original definition of the indices states: “VI measures the number of color voxels in the cube, representing the vessels in the tissue (Figure 3). FI, a mean color value of all blood flow or induced flow intensities, represents the intensity of flow at the time of the three dimensional sweep. FI is not an indicator of perfusion, so it cannot give information on the volume of blood pumped through the vessels during a certain period of time. VFI is a combination of vascularization and flow information relating the weighted color values (weighted by their amplitudes) to the cube. Therefore, VFI represents both blood flow and vascularization”. The automatic procedure for the quantification of vascularization indices was called VOCAL™. VOCAL stands for the 3D virtual organ computer-aided analysis program developed by Kretz. Data on the reliability of the VOCAL analysis as well as on the parametric setting for the examinations in gynecological applications have been presented by Bordes and Raine-Fenning [32,33].
3. 3D-Ultrasound thyroid examination

3D-Ultrasound examinations in this paper were done using a General Electrics Voluson 730 Pro ultrasound machine equipped with a RealTime 4D linear transducer (RSP5-12, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI 53188, USA). Data analysis was done using the VOCAL™ software (4DView Version 5.x, GE Medical Systems - Kretztechnik GmbH & Co OHG) installed on the ultrasound machine. Both the gray-scale values and the color values were normalized from 0 to 100, 100 being the highest intensity. The analysis of the 3D Doppler data sets provided the following indexes: VI, FI, and VFI [31]. The examination was done with the patients lying supine and with a light hyperextension of the neck. The transducer was placed on the midline of the neck having the whole gland inside the field of view. The mean time of data acquisition for the thyroid studies was approximately 20 seconds. The study had to be repeated only when movement artifacts arising from the patients (coughing or swallowing) had occurred. The drawing of the area of the thyroid gland was carried out using manual trace at 15° steps [34]. During drawing care was taken not to include laryngeal vessels which are typically seen on the medial border of the thyroid.

Fig. 11. Case 8. A female patient with Graves’ disease after treatment with selenomethionine and Mg. a-b: normal echogenic signal of the thyroid. c: demonstration of less total vascularity, VOCAL reconstruction, VFI 3.49
4. Clinical cases: Normal thyroid, nodular disease, cystic disease, latent hypothyroidism, hypothyroidism, hyperthyroidism

The ultrasound data presented here have been obtained during examinations carried out at our Institution WOMED in Innsbruck, Austria. A total of 140 examinations were carried out. The procedures were carried in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki [35]. The list of representative demonstration cases presented in this chapter is shown in the Table. The initial ultrasound examinations (cases 1 and 2) were done by both authors based on the previous experience of HM in the field of reproductive medicine. These first 2 studies were carried out using a vaginal transducer. Two cases with nodular disease are presented in order to demonstrate the capability of 3-volume visualization of the thyroid. The most relevant perfusion parameter for hypo- and hyperthyroidism, i.e. VFI, is shown.

![Fig. 12. Case 9. A female patient with latent hypothyroidism prior to treatment with selenomethionine and Mg. a: 3D reconstruction. b: 3D VOCAL reconstruction, VFI 4.22. Compare with Figure 13 (post-treatment images).](image1)

![Fig. 13. Case 9. A female patient with latent hypothyroidism after treatment with selenomethionine and Mg. a: 3D reconstruction. b: 3D VOCAL reconstruction, VFI 1.21. Compare with Figure 12 (pre-treatment images).](image2)
Case | Sex | Diagnosis | VFI  
--- | --- | --- | ---  
1 | m | Normal thyroid – (study done with a vaginal transducer) | n.d.  
2 | f | Chronic recurrent thyroiditis – (study done with a vaginal transducer) | n.d.  
3 | m | Normal thyroid | 0.09  
4 | f | Chronic recurring thyroiditis | 23.97  
5 | f | Cystic adenoma | n.d.  
6 | f | Autonomous adenoma | n.d.  
7 | f | Graves’ disease and thyroid associated orbitopathy | 14.8  
8 | f | Graves’ disease pre-treatment | 10.91  
9 | f | Graves’ disease after treatment | 3.49  
10 | f | Latent hypothyroidism pre-treatment | 4.22  
11 | f | Latent hypothyroidism post-treatment | 1.21  

Table 1.

Fig. 14. The VFI value in different thyroid conditions. The first two bars correspond to single observations. The following groups of 2-bars each demonstrate the VFI changes following therapy with selenomethionine and Mg citrate (p<0.01)

Based on the results of previous investigations [36-40] supportive treatment included selenomethionine and Mg-citrate. Supplementation with selenomethionine (200 µg/d, Pure
Encapsulations ©, pro medico HandelsGmbH, Graz Austria) was prescribed if the serum levels were less than 80µg/l. Magnesium substitution was prescribed if the serum level was lower than 0.8 mmol/l (Magnesium Verla©, 60mg of Mg-citrate/Mg-L-glutamate, Kwizda Pharma GmbH, Vienna) at a dose of 360mg/day. This treatment was given over a period of 3 months in cases 8 and 10. The changes in thyroid morphology and VFI are given as cases 9 and 11. Statistical analysis of the 140 observations revealed that VFI was the most relevant parameter showing significant changes after our therapy approach (Figure 14).

5. Discussion

Studies with 3D technology concerning thyroid function are scarce. Only 2 publications have addressed this issue [30,41]. The paper by Chiou et al. is the first one in the literature to deal with the same technology as us [30]. This study included patients with Hashimoto’s disease as well as Graves’ disease. In Figure 1 the authors present the VFI value of a patient with Graves’ disease (VFI = 30.7). This value is similar that the ones we have obtained. Unfortunately further individual data are not presented. The authors present exhaustive data on correlation analyses. The second publication on 3D ultrasound of the thyroid by Slapa et al. is centered on nodular thyroid disease [41]. This publication has no comparable data to our results. All together it can be said that 3D perfusion studies of the thyroid are rare.

3D perfusion studies, however, has found much wider application in the field of reproductive medicine since the original publication of the qualitative analysis method by Pairleitner et al. [31]. Data on the reliability of the VOCAL analysis as well as on the parametric setting for the examinations have been presented by Bordes and Raine-Fenning [32,33]. Concerns regarding power Doppler signal attenuation as discussed by Raine-Fenning [33] should not be relevant in thyroid examinations since the distance between the transducer and the organ is relatively constant (app. 1 to 1.5 cm).

Since more data is available from the gynecological field we will mention some data related to ovarian perfusion studies. Examination of the ovaries as reported by in Rainne-Fenning [33] revealed mean VFI values for the ovary of 2.076 and 2.074 (2 observers). Changes in ovarian vascularization during the menstrual cycle has been reported by Järvelä et al. [42]. In Table 2 of [42] a comparison of vascularization parameters between the right and left ovaries is shown. The mean values for VI, FI, VFI, and mean grayness were: 6.2/7.4, 43.4/46.5, 2.8/3.7, and 45.8/46.0, respectively. In 2002 Pan et al. compared the vascularization characteristics between patients with polycystic ovarian syndrome and controls [43]. The mean values for VI, FI, and VFI for normals and PCO patients were: 0.8/2.1, 44.44/50.26, and 1.44/3.99, respectively. In 2003 Pan et al. [44] described a stimulatory effect of HRT on the ovarian vascularization parameters in postmenopausal women (!). The mean values for VI, FI, and VFI before and after HRT were: 0.31/1.12, 30.47/38.41, and 0.13/0.59, respectively. This finding implies a stimulatory effect of conjugated equine estrogen on these parameters. The same group of investigators described increased vascularization parameters in women that showed a hyper-response to stimulation protocols for IVF [45]. Hyperresponders had higher levels of estradiol (>3000 pg/ml) or had more than 15 oocytes retrieved. The mean values for VI, FI, and VFI for patients with a “normal” and patients with an increased response to stimulation were: 1.25/2.27, 43.19/50.23, and 0.63/1.18, respectively.

Comparing the image material presented in the above mentioned citations with our images, it can be clearly recognized that the thyroid gland has a wider range of variation in the.
degree of vascularization. The VFI values seen in thyroiditis and Graves’ disease are generally higher than in different conditions of ovarian function. These differences cannot be taken as absolute ones. Data variability between different publications has 2 main sources of error. The first one is the use of different Kretz machines (Combison, Voluson). The second one is the fact that each investigator or each machine has different examination settings for carrying out the studies. We recommend the continuous use of the same settings in order to produce comparable results. These facts have been mentioned by de Ziegler [46]. De Ziegler points out the weakness of early studies which were arbitrary and subjective in interpretation [46]. Some of the open expectations mentioned by de Ziegler included the “desire for an understanding of the mechanisms at play” as well as whether ovarian function had a relation to perfusion values. As we show in Figure 12, the relevant parameter VFI decreases significantly following the combined treatment with selenomethionine and magnesium. We postulate that the VFI represents an inflammatory process that is present in several thyroid entities. Initially we had described this as a “low grade connective tissue inflammation” in patients with thyroid associated ophthalmopathy [39]. In this publication we discussed amply the role of Se in inflammation. Data concerning Mg and inflammation can be found in the literature [47-60]. The initial invitation of the Editors of this book was indeed to elaborate on these pathophysiological connections.

6. Conclusions

Increased perfusion characteristics in 3D modus provide an exact picture of the underlying inflammatory changes in the thyroid. This description is better than that of indirect signs said to be associated with such changes (simple Doppler imaging, pulsed Doppler). This technical enhancement will allow the clinician to gain immediate access to the basic underlying processes of thyroid disease, i.e. inflammation. This process of inflammation is directly related to the available body resources of substances that regulate inflammatory processes. Effectiveness of treatment can be uniquely evaluated by the quantitative 3D power Doppler perfusion study of the thyroid.
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Medical sonography is a medical imaging modality used across many medical disciplines. Its use is growing, probably due to its relative low cost and easy accessibility. There are now many high quality ultrasound imaging systems available that are easily transportable, making it a diagnostic tool amenable for bedside and office scanning. This book includes applications of sonography that can be used across a number of medical disciplines including radiology, thoracic medicine, urology, rheumatology, obstetrics and fetal medicine and neurology. The book revisits established applications in medical sonography such as biliary, testicular and breast sonography and sonography in early pregnancy, and also outlines some interesting new and advanced applications of sonography.
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